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Abstract
The  complexities  surrounding  the  role  of  foreign  aids  in  the
development  and subjugation  of  most  third  world  countries  are
intriguing  and  worrisome.  Foreign  aids,  though,  conventional
financial  transactions  between donor  and recipient  country,  but
has  assumed the  status  of  entrapment for  third  world  countries
including Nigeria. The entrapment of most third world countries
caused by foreign aids had necessitated an examination as most
third  world  countries  are  sliding  into  a  state  of  hopelessness,
increase fragility of these states, thus the limitations of government
in  these  countries  in  performing  their  legitimate  duties.  The
increasing sign post of failed state in these countries had caused the
paper to join in on the examination of the role of debt entrapment
of third world countries including Nigeria.  The examination did
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rake  up  the  following  questions  –  why  are  most  third  world
countries in the debt trap and how are they going to get untangle
from  this  trap.  The  examination  did  lead  the  paper  to  several
conclusions which include the debt trap being responsible for most
of  these  states  sliding  into  anarchy,  thus,  the  recommendations
canvass herein.

Keywords: Debt  trap,  poverty,  foreign  aids,  development  and
underdevelopment, dependency, debt cancellation.

Introduction 
The debt trap that had enveloped and swallowed up most nations

in the third world had elicited “huge cry” and debate that is becoming
defeating in the current international systems. Many scholars and policy
makers have joined in on the debate with the intent of proffering a lasting
solution to the debt trap or entrapment (Ebo, 1999, Bangura, 1986, Amale
and Ojo,  1991).  The  notion  that  there  is  “free  meal  in  Freetown”  had
caused  most  third  world  nation  to  fail  in  effectively  appraising  their
“development problematigue”.  The failure of  these states in appraising
their “development problematique” had caused their entrapment which
commenced  with  them  believing  that  their  patronage  of  foreign  aids
would accelerate and lead them to “Economic Eldorado”. But Foreign aids
had suddenly become a “vent” that is intricately woven and connected to
the  debt  entrapment  of  most  third  world  countries.  According  to  Aja
(1998):

… Foreign aids have assumed an integral part of political economy
and  an  international  economic  relation…  the  world  is  divided
between  poor  and  rich,  the  developed,  developing  and
underdeveloped.  Comparatively,  developing  and  underdeveloped
countries  have  more  need  for  economic  technical  and  financial
assistance in form of aids and grants. Certain fact needs to be made
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clearer about foreign. It is not a function of altruism. Aids are not
as charitable it appears. 
From the standpoint of Aja (1998), the extension of aids to nations

(developing  and  underdeveloped  nations)  –  was  done  strictly  on  the
premise of business and not morals. Ebo (1999) following in the footstep of
Aja (1998) argued that with the dawn of the “New World Order”, there
was the glorification and elevation of western values, ideas and ideals, as
the gain(s) of the victory of western capitalism in the cold war and post
cold war period, thus the selling of all kinds of western economic models
and panacea to third world countries, with the sole motive of getting them
tie  to  the apron string of  western economies  and financial  institutions.
Consequent  upon  the  elevation  of  western  ideals  and  “victory  of
capitalism”, the early part of the 21st century witnessed the flying of the
kite  concerning  the  consensus  on  the  source  of  wealth  –  or  more
appropriately in the case of many underdeveloped countries, reasons for
their poverty of nations. Ebo (1998) thus proceeded in his analogy that
developing and underdeveloped nation were repeatedly told lies by the
IMF and the World Bank concerning their political, economic and social
progress. Ebo (1998) declared:

… We are  repeatedly  told  lies  in World  Bank/IMF – sponsored
structural  adjustment  programmes  (SAPS).  The  present  global
order is seen as the ultimate form of social organization. The most
developed countries (the 9-7) have not only assumed responsibility
for  the  management  of  the  global  economy,  their  societies  have
come to represent the template on which the developing countries
mould their economic and political systems…

The implosion of the USSR in 1980s meant a lot of assistance (Aids)
being directed to the new states that emerged from the implosion at the
detriment of African states. While developing African states were made to
“lick their wounds” due to the emergence of the new states in the old
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soviet bloc due to the redirection of aids, the aids hemorrhage that hit the
international system soon dried up and became “donor fatigued”, thus the
burden of debt entrapment that engulf most states . Again, African States
came to the realization that the new global economic, social and political
order  was  a  mirage  thus  the  pervasive  poverty  and  misery  that  are
widespread in  the  continent.  Ebo  (1998)  in  strengthening the  thoughts
expressed  earlier  did  rely  on  the  United  Nations  human  development
index report – (1996) to bring some salient issues to bear on this paper by
posited that: 

… of the forty (40) poorest countries in the world, thirty (30) are
in  Africa.  The  document  presents  a  glaring  evidence  of  the
increasing polarization between the rich and poor and thus holds
true  within,  as  well  between nations  twenty  percent  of  world’s
poorest people saw their share of global income decline from 2.3%
to 1.4% in the past 30years meanwhile the share of the richest 20%
rose from 70% to 85%.

 From Ebo’s (1998) analogy which brought to the fort a pathetic and
pitiable situation of most Africa States and was able to bring this to bear
on  the  paper    thus  the  dire  economic  situation  being  one  of  the
underlining reason(s) why most African States fell  for the “aids bogey”
that  culminated  in  debt  trap  which  most  African  States  have  found
themselves. These aids can be categorized as follows: (i) project aids (ii)
programme aids (iii) technical aids (iv) financial aids (v) food aids (vii)
emergency aids. The Nigerian state is among African States that fell into
the bogey “aids” that culminated into the debt trap, thus the debate on
strategies of extricating and escaping the debt trap in Nigeria and Africa
as a whole.

Nigeria and Debt Trap From 1999-2004
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Following  the  relays  of  misrule  by  both  military  and  civilian
governments, Nigeria, Africa’s most populous country and potentially its
largest economy did emerge as a “nascent democracy” in 1999  and till
date,  its  leadership  and  leaders  were  determined  to  start  a  new,  thus
Iweala (2012) declaring:

…  Incorrigible  that  what  everyone  called  Nigeria  in  the  early
2000s  Unreformable,  Hopeless,  and  the  nation  was  riddle  with
corruption, bloated with debt, battered by economic volatility. The
macro  economy  was  seriously  imbalanced.  A  series  of  national
institutions  –  the  civil  service,  pensions,  and  customs  –  were
broken. Health care, education and other basic services were poorly
delivered  infrastructure  was  in  disarray  or  despair.  Poverty  as
rampant and inequality was deep…

Nigeria like most nations in the African continent was caught up
the  debt  quagmire,  thus,  efforts  by  relays  of  administrations  in  the
“nascent democratic experiment” to get Nigeria out of the debt trap. All of
these efforts started with the administration of Olusegun Obasanjo that
inherited  an  external  debt  that  was  65%  (percent)  of  gross  domestic
product  (GDP),  while  annual  debt  service  was  nine  times  the  annual
health  budget.  Domestic  debt  was  also  an  issue,  ballooning  to  an
estimated hit of 6.8 billion dollars by the end of 2001 (Iweala, Soludo and
Muhtar,  2003).  President  Olusegun Obasanjo in his  attempt to  seek for
solutions to the debt-trap quagmire convened a conference at the nation’s
capital  (Abuja  Nigeria)  on  May  17  and  18th of  2001  through  the  Debt
Management Office (DMO) in collaboration with the African institute for
Applied  Economic  Department  for  International  Development  (DFID).
The  president  in  his  opening  remark  charge  the  participants  on  the
following (i) To diagnose the debt problem and identify underlying causes
(ii)  To proffer solutions to  the compounding of  interest  and pile  up of
penalties that multiply the quantum of original borrowings (iii) To design
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a debt framework that ensures a functional and early warning signal on a
potential  debt  crisis  (iv)  To  provide  ideas  for  a  debt  management
framework that  would be  compatible  with  meeting the country’s  huge
social  needs  and  aspirations  building  on  ongoing  regional  and
international  experience  and  suggest  paths  for  debt  sustainability  (v)
identify the domestic economic conditions that would in the short  and
medium  term  make  Nigeria’s  debt’s  burden  sustainable  (vi)  identify
actions at the international level that would help rid Nigeria of its external
debt  burden and provide  a  new lenses  of  life  for  economic and social
development.

After  serious  deliberations,  diagnosis  at  the  conference,  several
recommendations were made on the Nigeria debt trap, thus the several
solutions  canvassed.  The solutions canvassed at  conference to  Nigeria’s
debt trap commenced with the simple question – how much does Nigeria
owe?  According  to  Iweala,  Soludo  and  Muhtar  (2003)  they  posited  in
unanimity that:

…  Since  1992,  when  Nigeria  started  accumulating  payment
arrears on her Paris  club debts, the debt figures reported by the
country had always differed from those of the IFIS. More recently,
with anew DMO in place, and its debts statistics largely reconciled
with assistance from DFID and crown agents, Nigeria’s debt stock
as of August 2001 was reported at 28.4 billion dollars. This figure
compares  with  World  Bank  and  International  Monitory  Fund
(IME) estimates of 31.9 billion dollars…

The discrepancy noticed in the figures was due to the difference in
debt  data  reporting  for  Paris  club  creditors.  By  August  31,  2001,  the
Nigerian government through a rigorous reconciliation exercise, the DMO
(debt  management  office)  announced  Nigeria’s  debt  stock  excluding
penalty interests as amounting to 28.42 billion dollars. This figure includes
obligations to the Paris club creditors which stood at 22.04 billion dollars,
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while  non-Paris  club  bilateral  creditors  stood  at  111.6  million  and
multilateral  creditors  at  2.89 billion dollars.  The figures for  commercial
creditors stood at 3.37 billion dollars. 

From the figures released by the debt management office (DMO)
and quoted by Iweala, Soludo and Muhtar (2003) the consequences of the
debt overhang was immense especially within the context of the Nigerian
state’s  development  challenges  or  “Development  problemateque”.  As  a
result of the debt overhang the Nigeria state was fast sliding into a failed
stated, as 70% of its 125 million populations lived in absolute poverty on a
dollar  per  day  or  less?  For  the  Nigeria  state  to  halve  or  cause  drastic
movement  in this  figure of  its  citizens moving out of  poverty by 2015,
Nigeria would be required to grow her annual GDP at 78 percent. This
would translate into an investment rate of 30 percent per annum. This fact
logic  and argument  equally  runs  through the  analysis  of  Soludo  2003,
Enweze (2003), Ajayi (2003), Abadan (2003) and Pettifor (2003). All of these
scholars were in agreement in their exposition on the consequences of the
debt  overhang  on  the  Nigerian  Nation  as  including  the  followings  (i)
fragile  and  inadequate  economic  policy  reforms:  The  lack  of
diversification and competitiveness of the economy as major constraint or
set back of economy and efforts at poverty reduction (ii) the near absence
of the rule of law (legal institution) and institutional framework for the
management  of  public  resource.  The  near  absence  of  administrative
capacity and weak legal institutions design for the management of public
resource remain as another setback of Nigeria (iii) inefficient use of public
resources  and  mismanagement  (iv)  low  absorptive  capacity  of  the
economy: given the backdrop of weak institutional capacity and inefficient
public  sector,  the  absorptive  capacity  of  economy  is  made  weak  and
limited.  The  interplay  of  these  factors  had  contributed  in  limiting  the
capacities of Nigerian state in discharging its responsibilities locally and
internationally. Thus the question – what is the way forward? Again, the
paper is forced to rely on the consensus opinion of all the scholars cited
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above concerning the way forward for Nigeria under the followings; (i)
pursue debt  reduction and outright  cancellation from the  international
community  especially  the  Paris  club  (ii)  pursue  domestic  economic
reforms (iii)  eschew accumulation of  domestic  debt  (iv)  put systems in
place  to  better  manage  existing  debts  and guide  future  obligations  (v)
participate proactively to address the defects of the international financial
system. Soludo (2003) using the Nigerian situation (debt trap) expanded
the scope to accommodate the African continent, thus the great African
debate on debt trap.

Africa’s Debt Trap Debate 
The debt entrapment of most African states can be trace to the cold

war era and politics. The politics of the era encourage African states to
borrow,  seek  for  aids  from  international  institutions  and  from  the
“dramatic personae” involved in the cold war. Most of these African states
in some cases were out rightly told lies and deceived into believing that
their  pathway  to  “Economic  Eldorado”  lies  in  the  acceptance  of  aids
(assistances)  and western liberal  economic thinking (models).  Since the
acceptance  of  western  liberal  economic  thinking  (model),  most  African
states  had  been  struggling  with  woeful  economic  performances,  thus
causing and pricking both Bertoechi and Guerzoni (2012) to undertake the
study  on  fragility  of  states  in  Africa  (sub-Saharan  Africa).  Their
examination brought several variables like per capital GDP, both in levels
and growth rates, investments, natural resources, schooling, government
expenditure, trade openness inflation etc to the fort, thus, their conclusion
that  there  is  a  correlation  between  poverty,  woeful  economic
performances,  bad  governance,  human  rights  abuses,  the  rule  of  law,
underdevelopment  and  fragility  of  states  in  this  region.  From  the
examination by these scholars, one could see the import of their analysis
on this  paper,  which is  the  debt  entrapment  of  most  African  states,  is
intricately woven to bad governance and woeful economic performances.
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It is the correlation between politics and good governance as establish by
Bertocchi  and Guerzoni(2002)  that  brought  Ake (1996)  into  the  debate.
Ake (1996)  in  giving flanks to the thoughts  and logic  expressed above
noted  that  politics  in  the  African  continent  is  crude  and  violent,
consequently,  politics  being  a  zero  sum  game  and  legitimization  of
corruption , nepotism, mal administration and the lack of the rule of law
over  development and good governance.  

The post cold war politics combining with “the donor fatigue” in
the current international system had caused and necessitated the “cold
shoulder”  given  to  Africa  by  the  European  powers  (Europe)  and  the
United  States  of  America.  The  “end  of  history”  meant  socio-economic
interactions  and contradictions  in  the  global  system reaching a  blissful
finale, where western liberalism (capitalism) did triumph. But the snag in
this  triumph  of  western  liberalism  (capitalism)  especially  at  the
operational level of society in the underdeveloped nations (Africa) is the
fact  that  their  reality  never  supports  the  reality  Fukuyama  (1992)
eulogizes.  In  Africa  and  other  underdeveloped  regions  economic
development remains a mirage as poverty and misery stands tall. To Moyo
(2011), Africa in the post cold war era became a bad brand and the brand
encouraged a reduction in foreign direct investment (FDI) and aids. For
the continent to make any meaningful dent on poverty, she needs to grow
economically at 7% a year. Following through on the thoughts of Moyo
(2011)  Naidoo (2011) posited that  the Africa  continent  will  be naïve to
think that the people that came into our countries to colonize us and even
the ones who are here to help us have no agenda. Everyone has an agenda.
The question then is  what  is  Africa’s  agenda? Again,  Ebo (1998) in an
attempt to join in on the debate and to proffer answers to the “agenda
issue”  posited that  Africa’s  agenda can only  be understood within the
context of “new world order”. Beyond the intellectual spectrum, especially
at the operational level of society, the consensus among scholars is that the
new economic order is a ruse and mirage to keep developing economies
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effectively tie to the apron string of developed economies. If that be the
case, the African case and situation becomes precarious, consequently, Ebo
(1998),  Aja  (1999)  and Ake (1999)  arguing against  the  backdrop of  the
structural division of the global system into recipient and donor nations,
developed and developing nations, African states were programmed into
a capitalist system that made them vulnerable and susceptible, hence, Ebo
(1999) noting that; 

… Against the background of the victory of the west in the cold
war and the concomitant apparent triumph of capitalism raising
question  about  the  structure  of  global  economy…  on  the  other
hand,  the  fact  that  most  underdeveloped  countries  continue  to
wallow  in  poverty  and  economic  crisis  despite.  The  policy
instructions  of  the  Breton  words  twins,  makes  it  imperative  to
question on the basic of neo-liberal philosophy… there appears to
be  two  discernible  positions  on  the  relationship  between
dependency and underdevelopment. One view encompassing neo-
liberal scholarship,  not to dependency and neo-colonial relations
but to internal, inefficient and ineffective policies of the third world
government… Here the crisis of development is traced to external
factors generated by structural deficiencies and contradictions in
the global economic system… 

Since  the  contradictions  in  the  structure  of  global  economy  are
intricately connected to Africa’s poverty and underdevelopment, it follows
that the continent’s agenda can be effectively understood and explained
within the spectrum and context of dependency and underdevelopment.
It is within this context that Ake (1981) explained the programming of the
African continent into the world capitalist system which translated into
economic disarticulation, as the continent was made to produce products
not  needed by  her  and to  consume what  she  cannot  produce.  To Ake
(1981),  the  African  continent  was  consigned  to  producing  primary
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products, rather, than finished product therefore the development agenda
never really commenced in the Africa.  In other worlds, Africa needs to
kick start its development agenda, thus George (1992) positing that:

…  Debt  provides  a  powerful  lever  for  forcing  the  third  world
advisory to submit to the will of the creditors. The decade of crisis
has put a stop to whatever attempts the south once made to obtain
collective advantages through the UN and other forms… gone are
the demands for a New International Economic Order (NIEO), for
binding codes of conduct for transnational corporations or transfer
of  technology under  favourable  terms.  The only  items on North
items  on  the  North-South  agenda  are  privatization,
competitiveness and structural adjustment…

The import of both George (1992) and Ake’s (1981) analysis is that
debt  entrapment  and  all  the  structural  adjustment  programmes  of
international  financial  institutions  are  means  of  sustaining  the  strangle
hold of dependency syndrome and the regime of systemic exploitation
prevalent  in  the  global  economy.  Premise  on  this  line  of  thought  and
analysis  Soludo  (2003)  joined  in  on  the  debate  on  accessing  Africa’s
agenda especially as it concern the debt trap and Africa’s agenda. Soludo
(2003)  while  trying  to  draw  a  correlation  between  poverty,  debt  and
underdevelopment came to the conclusion that in the current economic
climate  of  the  global  system,  Africa  must  pursue  the  agenda  of  debt
cancellation and kick starts its development agenda. In an explicit manner,
Soludo (2003) did try to capture the degree of dislocation and precarious
economic situation in Africa by positing that: 

...Some 300 million Africans, almost half the population, live on
barely 0.65 dollars a day, and this number is growing relentlessly.
Moreover,  s  severe  lack  of  capabilities  education,  health  and
nutrition  –  among  Africa’s  poor  threatens  to  make  poverty
“dynastic” with the descendants of the poor also remaining poor.
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Africa  is  the  only  region  where  primary  enrollment  rates  were
tower  in  1995  than  in  1980,  and  the  burden  of  disease  is
dramatically higher in Africa than elsewhere. Africa is not only
poor,  it  also  suffers  from vast  inequality  incomes,  in  assets,  in
control over public resources, and in access to essential service, as
well  as  pervasive  insecurity.  These  dimensions  of  poverty  and
deprivation are worsening in many parts of the region.

From the  stand point  of  the above,  Soludo (2003)  arrived at  the
position  of  prescribing  a  sustainable  debt  strategy,  one  which  over  a
reasonable time will ensure that the continent escaping from debt and aid
dependence,  as  well  as  the  traps  of  pervasive  poverty  and  inequality
(Africa’s  agenda).  But  the  salient  fact  Soludo  (2003)  did  raked  up
concerning the debt entrapment of most African states are the underlining
reasons  for  the  aids  and  Africa’s  debt  entrapment.  The  two  reasons
identify are (1) loans and aids taken to boast macroeconomics – higher
investments,  higher  consumption  (health,  education)  and  to  finance
transitory  balance  of  payments  deficits,  to  circumvent  hard  budget
constraints (2) aids to alleviate poverty and to fast track development are
mismanaged  due  to  reasons  of  crude  and  violent  politics  that  begets
mismanagement,  nepotism  and  corruption.  The  peculiar  Africa’s
experiences (Nigeria) are that countries of the continent had been trapped
under the reasons listed for two decades. In Nigeria’s case for example, the
structure of debt and the debt entrapment did bring some salient facts to
the  fort  and  to  bear  on  the  paper  which  are  (1)  the  entrapment  and
cumulating arrears is symptomatic of inherent difficulties in servicing the
debt and (2) debt incurred for not serving the purpose it was meant for or
serve.  In  several  ways,  these  accumulations  and  growth  the  debt  is
intricately woven to the non performance(s) and the abilities of state(s) to
deliver  on  their  responsibilities;  thus  Soludo  (2003)  advocating  for  a
sustainable  debt  exit  or  strategy.  The  exit  strategy  recommended  by
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Soludo (2003) involves (i) exploiting all options to secure maximum debt
relief  possible  including  the  option  of  complete  debt  cancellation  (ii)
strengthening  internal  capacity  for  public  resource  management
(budgetary and debt management), and well structured partnership with
civil  societies  for  effective  monitoring,  research  and  analysis  (iii)
strengthening the capacities for resource management at local and state
governments (iv) undertake up to date poverty assessment (v) ensuring
and  accepting  only  pure  grants  (vi)  ensuring  macro  stability  (vii)
developing a national policy (strategy) of domesticating foreign aids and
ensuring transfer of technical assistance. 

Conclusion 
While  most  African  states  in  recent  times  (1999-2014)  had  been

suffering from aids  entrapment  that  came about  as  a  result  of  the  aid
hemorrhage that characterized the period before the implosion of USSR.
In  the  post  implosion  period,  donor  nations  turned  their  attention
elsewhere (eastern bloc) and used debt owned them to milk the continent,
after  giving  the  African  continent  “cold  shoulders”.  The impact  of  the
“donor fatigue” and the “cold shoulder” on the living conditions in the
Africa is the harsh, brutish and nasty conditions prevalent in most African
states, as more African states are now sliding into poverty and hunger. The
debt entrapment is intricately woven to the prevalent political, economic
and social conditions in the continent. Politics in the continent is crude
and  violent,  as  the  brand  of  liberal  democracy  foisted  on  the  African
continent  is  rather  “weak” and “limited”.  Africa’s  democracy lacks  the
capacity of emancipating and moving the masses of Africa populations
living in poverty out of it. Consequent upon this, Enweze (2003) opinioned
that no fewer than 33 African countries now being classified as heavily
indebted poor countries (HIPC), with external debt estimated 333.3 billion
dollars. Nigeria is among the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) in
the African continent with debt put at 35 billion dollars. With the dawn of
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the  current  democratic  experiment  that  commenced  in  1999,  the
government  of  Olusegun  Obasanjo  quickly  moved  to  solve  the  debt
quagmire, thus beaming the light on the path to follow by other African
nations/states.  Part  of  the  resolution  and  advice  for  Nigeria  and  by
extension for Africa was to sort for debt cancellation and to enhance better
public resource management. Though, Nigeria was able to achieve debt
cancellation from Paris club creditors in the first eight years of the current
democratic  experiment,  but  successive  administration  have  started
accumulating  new  debts.  The  debt  entrapment  of  most  African  states,
though  with  external  and  internal  underpinnings  but  the  crux  of
recommendations canvassed from Nigeria’s stand point and perceptions is
the demand for outright debt cancellation which should also be an Africa’
agenda, especially, under the new wave of democracy blowing across the
continent. 
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